Distortion-Aware Video Communication with Pipeline Forwarding
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ABSTRACT
This paper tackles the issue of optimizing the transport of video over packet networks with respect to both resource utilization and user perceived quality. Previous work showed that the quality of service requirements of multimedia applications can be satisfied by pipeline forwarding of packets. However, the current Internet is not based on such technology and its incremental introduction raises questions on how to handle video packets generated by pipeline forwarding unaware sources at the interface between a subnetwork deploying conventional packet scheduling techniques and one implementing pipeline forwarding. This work proposes to use the perceptual importance of the carried video samples to determine which packets shall be transferred with pipeline forwarding — thus receiving deterministic service — and which with a traditional, e.g., best effort or differentiated, service. Simulation results with the first implemented variants of this solution are presented.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Various multimedia applications, such as telephony over IP, voice over IP (VoIP), video broadcasting (e.g., IPTV), and video on demand, are becoming more widely available. These applications are often referred to as real-time to juxtapose them to traditional data applications as timely packet delivery is important for them to work properly. Packet networks, originally designed for data applications are not engineered to tightly control the delay packets experience in routers where they might contend for resources (e.g., transmission capacity), consequently be queued for a variable time, and possibly be dropped. Moreover, multimedia applications are usually of a streaming nature as they generate a more or less continuous flow of data and not elastic, i.e., they need a minimum fraction of their data to reach the destination and do not adapt to particularly poor network service.

Right now the requirements of multimedia applications are commonly satisfied through overprovisioning, i.e., by keeping the network lightly loaded so that contention for network resources is low and queuing time consequently small. This approach is not feasible if multimedia traffic grows faster than technology enables proportionally more powerful network infrastructures. And this might be the case not only because a larger fraction of broadband users might subscribe current multimedia services, but especially because even more. This paper tackles the issue of optimizing the transport of video over packet networks with respect to both resource utilization and user perceived quality. Previous work showed that the quality of service requirements of multimedia applications can be satisfied by Pipeline Forwarding (PF) of packets. However, the current Internet is not based on such technology and its incremental introduction raises questions on how to handle video packets generated by PF unaware sources at the interface between a subnetwork deploying conventional packet scheduling techniques and one implementing PF. This work proposes to use the perceptual importance of the carried video samples to determine which packets shall be transferred with PF — thus receiving deterministic service — and which with a traditional, e.g., best effort or differentiated, service. Simulation results with the first implemented variants of this solution are presented. Distortion-aware video communication with PF demands applications, such as 3D video on demand, high quality videoconferencing, high definition TV, distributed gaming, (3D) virtual reality, and remote surveillance, might become the dominant traffic sources in the future Internet.

Previous research showed that the requirements of multimedia applications can be satisfied by PF of packets [1][2], which bases its properties on network nodes sharing a common time reference (CTR). As demonstrated in [2], optimal performance for interactive real-time applications can be achieved on a PF network where end systems and applications share the CTR. However, the operation of today’s Internet is inherently asynchronous and for the immediate future it is not realistic to assume that applications make use of a CTR. It is not straightforward for asynchronous end-systems and applications to take advantage of the features of PF, although potentially extremely beneficial. This is certainly the case with the transmission of video encoded with constant quality, which results in a packet flow at an irregularly variable bit rate.

This paper addresses the problem of optimizing the transport of packetized video generated by a PF unaware source over a PF network with respect to the user perceived quality. The perceptual importance of the carried video samples is used at the interface to the PF network to determine which packets shall be transferred with PF — thus receiving deterministic service — and which with a traditional, e.g., best effort or differentiated, service. An
extensive evaluation work is required for the many implementation variants of the proposed solution. This paper reports on simulation results with the first implemented variants.

Section 2 focuses on PF by presenting its operating principles and properties. The approach deployed to model perceptual importance associated to and distortion resulting from the loss of video samples is presented in Section 3. Section 4 first presents two existing low complexity heuristic algorithms for generic sender-driven scheduling of packet transmission aiming at minimizing expected distortion, then discusses their application at the interface to a PF network. Section 5 presents the network model. Initial simulation results obtained by applying the proposed solution are provided in Section 6. Finally, the proposed approach and research directions are discussed in Section 7.

2. PIPELINE FORWARDING
Pipeline forwarding is a known optimal method that is widely used in computing and manufacturing. The necessary requirement for PF is having common time reference (CTR). An extensive and detailed description of UTC-based PF is outside the scope of this paper and can be found in [1].

In order to perform PF of packets all switches are synchronized, while utilizing a basic time period called time frame (TF). The TF duration (T_f) may be derived, for example, as a fraction of the UTC second received from a time-distribution system such as the global positioning system (GPS) and, in the near future, Galileo. TFs are grouped into time cycles (TCs) and TCs are further grouped into super cycles, each super cycle lasts for one UTC second. TFs are partially or totally reserved for each flow during a resource reservation phase. The TC provides the periodicity of the reserved flow. This result in a periodic schedule for IP packets to be switched and forwarded, which is repeated every TC. A synchronous virtual pipe (SVP) is a predefined schedule for forwarding a pre-allocated amount of bytes during one or more TFs along a path of subsequent UTC-based routers.

A practical method to compute the distortion (D_i) caused by the loss of each packet i is the analysis-by-synthesis approach. The distortion that would be introduced at the decoder by the loss of each packet, could be considered proportional to the perceptual importance of the video coding element.

3. ANALYSIS-BY-SYNTHESIS

DISTORTION ESTIMATION
Multimedia data, and video in particular, exhibit non uniform perceptual importance. When video is transmitted over a noisy channel, each loss event causes a decrease of the video quality that depends on the perceptual importance of the lost data. Such importance can be defined a priori based, for instance, on the average importance of the elements of the compressed bit stream, as with the data partitioning approach. At a finer level of granularity, the importance of a video coding element, such as a macro block or a packet, could be considered proportional to the distortion that would be introduced at the decoder by the loss of that specific element.

A practical method to compute the distortion (D_i) caused by the loss of each packet i is the analysis-by-synthesis approach. The distortion that would be introduced at the decoder by the loss of each packet, could be considered proportional to the perceptual importance of the video coding element.

4. DISTORTION OPTIMIZED SCHEDULING ALGORITHMS
Two scheduling algorithms have been designed to determine which are the best packets to transmit from the distortion viewpoint at each transmission opportunity, that is during each TF in which a reservation for the given video flow exists.

The first algorithm keeps the packets waiting to be transferred through the PF network ordered in decreasing order of distortion (D_i). The algorithm then selects the ones with the highest D_i value until no more packets fit in the allocation for the video stream during the current TF. This will be referred to as the Distortion-based Algorithm (DA).

The second algorithm aims at determining the best rate-distortion solution to the packet selection problem formulated as follows.
Given a certain rate constraint (the allocation within a TF), the distortion $D_i$ and size $P_i$ of the packets available for the transmission, send with PF those packets which minimize the expected distortion at the decoder.

The resulting scheduling problem is hence converted into a classic rate-distortion optimized transmission problem, which can be easily solved by recasting it into a Lagrangian minimization problem: the Lagrange multiplier is determined using the bisection algorithm and the solution produced by Lagrangian optimization is further refined, as already suggested in [5], adding, if possible, not yet selected packets in decreasing order of distortion. This algorithm will be referred to as LA.

Note that packet reordering issues stemming from the application of the above algorithms can be easily handled at the destination node by means of the RTP sequence number.

5. NETWORK MODEL

Fully benefiting from PF requires providing network nodes and end-systems with a CTR and implementing CTR-aware applications to maximize the quality of the received service [2]. Since this is not realistic for the near future, as discussed in Section 1, this work assumes traditional video sources. The PF unaware packet stream must be time-shaped at the ingress of the packet forwarding network, i.e., packets are forwarded during the TFs in which resources have been allocated to their SVP. The network element implementing such functionality is called SVP interface.

Each frame is assumed to be encoded, packetized, and immediately sent by the source. For the sake of simplicity, video packets are assumed to reach the SVP interface without loss and after a negligible delay. This model is reasonable in the currently realistic scenario of a lightly loaded (asynchronous) broadband access network. Consequently, all packets belonging to a frame are fully available at the SVP interface every $1/F_r$ seconds, where $F_r$ is the frame rate of the video sequence.

Assuming that non-pipelined traffic receives a best effort service, the SVP and, based on the above assumption, the whole PF channel from source to destination, is modeled as an independent time-invariant channel with constant delay and loss/l ate probability equal to zero. In fact, all pipelined packets arrive, without loss, on time at the destination. The forward trip time $\text{FTT}$ can be calculated as follows:

$$\text{FTT} = \sum_{i=1}^{N} \left( \left\lfloor \frac{Cd_i}{T_f} \right\rfloor T_f + T_f \right) + Cd_{N+1} + J$$

where $N$ is the number of PF nodes on the path, $Cd_i$ is the propagation delay between the $(i-1)$th node and the $i$th node (the ingress SVP interface being node 0 and the egress SVP interface being node $N+1$), $T_f$ is the duration of the TF and $J$ is the jitter with maximum value equal to one $T_f$. Given that in normal operating conditions $T_f$ is at most on the order of hundreds of microseconds, for all purposes of video transmission the end-to-end delay can be considered constant and is deterministically known in advance given the path the video flow takes through the network as:

$$\text{FTT} = \sum_{i=1}^{N} \left( \frac{Cd_i}{T_f} \right) + N + 1 \right) T_f + Cd_{N+1}$$

To find a global optimum minimizing the expected distortion, the scheduling algorithms presented in Section 4 should run on the entire video sequence, which is obviously not possible in a live video scenario. Normally, in order to avoid packets to get to the destination beyond their play-out deadline because of the delay introduced by both the network and the distortion optimized scheduling algorithm (DOSA) waiting a large number of frame periods $1/F_r$, a trade-off is found by running the algorithms on a small part of a video sequence, which results is a locally optimal schedule. The length of the video sequence on which the algorithm is run is determined based on the maximum delay packets experience in the network, or a percentile thereof.

As mentioned before, due to PF the delay introduced by the network is known in advance and it is typically smaller than the maximum delay introduced by networks deploying other packet queuing techniques [2]. Hence the sender can determine in advance the maximum delay the DOSAs can introduce on a packet while making sure that it arrives at the destination by its play-out deadline, taking into account the fixed network latency. This enables running the DOSAs on longer sequences of video frames compared to when traditional network solutions are being deployed, which results in a potentially more optimized solution.

In practice, the SVP interface assigns to each packet a transmission deadline, which is the latest time at which the packet can be scheduled for transmission. The DOSA schedules for transmission as pipelined traffic the most perceptually important packets that, given the reservation to their flow, can be transmitted by their transmission deadline. The remaining packets (i.e., the least perceptually important packets) are handled by the SVP interface as non-pipelined traffic. The advanced knowledge of the transmission deadlines make it possible to perform scheduling optimization as soon as packets arrive at the SVP interface so that packets that do not have a chance to be handled as pipelined traffic by their transmission deadline can be immediately forwarded as non-pipelined traffic. This improves the probability of their timely reception and minimizes the resulting distortion.

The forwarding policy (e.g., burstiness, prioritization, etc.) applied by the SVP interface to non pipelined traffic during the unused portion of TFs might affect the performance of the presented solution. However, it is not addressed in this paper and will be the subject of future work.

6. SIMULATION MODEL AND RESULTS

The proposed network model and DOSAs have been implemented and simulated in NS2. For the sake of simplicity this first study considers a single video flow and all non pipelined packets are dropped at the sender. Consequently, the obtained results
represent a sort of minimum performance bound. The TC consists of 100 TFs, each having a duration of 125 µs. The capacity of the SVP interface output link is 100 MB/s, hence at most 1562 bytes can be transmitted during a TF. The overall buffering space at the SVP interface, which limits the number of packets possibly waiting for service, is large enough to avoid packets drops due to buffer overflow.

The presented results are not dependent on a specific network topology because the deterministic service offered by PF only depends on the number of traversed nodes and the propagation delay through the links.

Clearly the PSNR value increases as the sender side delay increases. Note also that the performance of the proposed algorithms strongly depends on the characteristics of the video sequence. The CBR sequence, in fact, achieves a PSNR value which is up to 7 dB higher than the standard encoded sequence. While analyzing these results, it is worth highlighting that the number of packets that can be transmitted in the allocated TF, thus benefiting from PF, is limited. For instance, for the standard sequence case, such number is typically one, hence the two DOSAs do not have many options for selecting packets and end up performing similar scheduling decisions. In the CBR sequence case, two or more packets often fit in the allocated TF, which leads to a larger number of admissible solutions, and the two algorithms have the possibility of differentiating. The Lagrangian based approach, in fact, cannot always find a good solution because it limits its search to those on the convex hull (as explained in [5]). On the contrary, the DA algorithm, despite it is not guaranteed to achieve the optimal solution, often achieves a very good if not optimal solution, which explains the performance gain compared to the LA.

7. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

In this work the first results of video transmission over pipeline forwarding have been presented, showing that performance strongly depends on the characteristics of multimedia flows.

Future work will be devoted to study different forwarding policies for the non-PF traffic both by simulation and by modeling the service it receives in order to achieve topology-independent results. Moreover, we plan to improve the scheduling algorithms so they can deal with different types of multimedia flows and to optimize the source encoding process to make it pipeline forwarding aware, so that the video flow can fully benefit from it.
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